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Abstract. Governments have always retained public service data internally in
their own systems with only limited information provided to the public and other stakeholders such as the business, charitable and NGO communities. However, the rapid advancement of ICTs coupled with electronic publishing via the Internet in the last decade in particular has enabled governments to exploit the potential of wider distribution and use of such data previously held in internal systems. The panellists will discuss how Big, Open and Linked Data (BOLD) can
be utilized to drive innovation and what obstacles and challenges may be encountered. Empowering citizens, potential mis-use in identity theft, policy manipulation or market distortion, and the need to combine open data with closed
sources will be discussed.
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Introduction

Traditionally, governments have retained public service data internally in their own
systems and only a limited amount of information was provided to the public and
other stakeholders such as the business, charitable and NGO communities. However,
the rapid advancement of ICTs coupled with electronic publishing via the Internet in

the last decade in particular has enabled governments to exploit the potential of wider
distribution and use of such data previously held in internal systems. Recognising
these developments, a European Union directive to encourage greater realisation of
the economic value of public data through its reuse entered into force in 2003, thus,
paving the way for governments to open up to the public previously closed data. This
sought to both encourage provision and regulate licensing and charging for information by Member States. In 2004, the OECD recommended that all publicly funded
research data should be made available.
The dual motivations of transparency of government and the economic potential of
the reuse of data have since motivated politicians to promote the adoption of “open
data” as a practice for their governments. In the US, the Presidential Open Government Directive in December 2009 required the use of open formats by federal US
agencies, and in May 2010 the UK Prime Minister set out plans for opening up government data through the data.gov.uk website. Subsequently, the European Commission published a Communication on Open Data in 2011, and in the same year the
USA, UK and initially six other countries were signatories to the Open Government
Declaration.
Although selected public sector data has always been available to public bodies
and other organisations, albeit with costs and restrictions, progressive moves by governments in countries such as the UK and US to improve availability and ease of reuse (through machine-readability and technical standards) has removed many such
barriers. One of the unforeseen effects of the open data movement has been to make
more data easily accessible to other actors in the policy space, including researchers,
think-tanks and, most significantly, other parts of the public sector and governmental
systems, including local governments. However, the availability of open data relating
to various public services has led to more transparency around these services and
allowed the general public to hold government departments accountable. This has
encouraged stakeholders (including citizens, businesses, charities and NGOs) to take
an active interest in the way services are currently delivered and stimulated thinking
around how to improve services. Yet the actual use of open data is cumbersome and
each stakeholder has to do it themselves as there are no proven solutions facilitating
the process of using open data for services transformation or co-creation. Moreover,
although the open data movement has gathered much momentum in Europe, the majority of open data repositories (e.g. data.gov.uk, etc.) are too generic and not of direct
interest to individual citizens.
Although big or large volumes of raw open data when published in an electronic
format is machine readable and can be shared online and re-used, on its own open
data offers limited potential for decision making. However, when open data is linked
(Big, Open and Linked Data – BOLD) with extra information that provides more
context, this offers greater opportunities for stakeholders to exploit the data for innovative purposes, for example through collaboration and co-creation. BOLD could also
increase the reach of statistical and operational information, and deeper analysis of

outcomes and impacts. Indeed, BOLD offers an opportunity to discover new ways of
assessing policy and service outcomes, healthcare and wellbeing, measuring development and making appropriate interventions through innovative solutions where
needed.
Although the use of BOLD to date remains limited and at an early stage there are
many examples that show its potential. When, in 2011, the UK’s mapping authority
released all its geodata rather than selling it, the organization completely transformed
its business model from being simply a purveyor of raw data for others to use to becoming its customers’ partner in collecting, analysing, tailoring, visualizing and applying linked data in meeting their needs. This new value adding and problem solving
role boosted and diversified the authority’s income. In another example, Washington
DC was one of the first cities to make BOLD available, running hackathons and competitions as part of its ‘Apps for Democracy’ initiative, which eventually saved the
City authorities $2.3 million at a cost of $50,000.
In responding to the theme of The 14th IFIP Conference on e-Business, e-Services
and e-Society (I3E 2015), the panellists will discuss how Big, Open and Linked Data
(BOLD) can be utilised to drive innovation and what obstacles and challenges may be
encountered regarding this. The discussion will be based on empirical evidence, using
insights from cases; there will be a focus on analytical models, building on conceptual
and theoretical arguments, and our aim is to offer directions for future research.
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Programme

Professor Yogesh Dwivedi will open the panel by presenting an overview of the
topic and subsequently will moderate the panel discussion.
Professor Vishanth Weerakkody will evaluate the role of stakeholders in the
BOLD arena and discuss some of the challenges facing public agencies and potential
users in exploiting public open data. The discussion will particularly centre on the
Hype Vs Reality in the BOLD debate and use several European Commission funded
R&D projects to discuss the present technical and user problems faced by local governments who are engaged in promoting BOLD for improved decision making. The
discussion will also examine how universities, professional institutes and organisations are preparing their graduates and professionals to deal with the BOLD challenge. In the public service space, who are the main users of big and open data? Are
citizens interested or prepared to exploit open data? Are conventional statistical tools
equipped to deal with BOLD? Which tools are emerging as the front runners for exploiting BOLD? These are some of the other questions that will be debated.
Professor Marijn Janssen will argue that BOLD can be used to empower citizens
and to create an ecosystem in which governments, businesses and citizens can
strengthen each other. Yet driving innovations from data is a complex process in

which both the available data and the users’ demands need to be taken into account.
The name “data-driven” already implies that data instead of customers’ needs are
leading. Furthermore all stakeholders have different interests and concerns. Policymakers want to use the results for their policy-making, businesses want to create new
services to enrich their existing products and services, whereas citizens want to know
what is going on and have free access to services without having to up their privacy.
For this purpose platforms creating a community, providing an overview of the data
and collaborative development environment to develop new ideas, are needed. However, the opening and use of data might make apparent the low data quality of sources
and the focus might be on developing tools and platforms without having the user in
mind.
Jeremy Millard’s discussion will focus on two main but related issues. First, one
of the wicked challenges of BOLD is its potential mis-use, either through negligence,
corruption or criminality resulting, for example, in identity theft, policy manipulation
or market distortion. Although this is a battle that can never be won, what are the
technical, legal, regulatory and ethical challenges we face and how might they be
addressed, also taking account of both the Snowden and Assange cases? Second,
BOLD becomes even more interesting and disruptive when public data is mixed with
data from other sources, including, for example, the private data of businesses or citizens. The smart disclosure approach starts from the premise that people, when given
access to data and useful decision tools built for example by governments, can use
both their own personal data disclosed by them together with other appropriate data.
This can be used to make decisions about their own lives, such as healthcare choices,
as well as to self-regulate and be able to hold governments and other actors to account, as well as to cooperate and engage with them.
Jan Hidders will discuss the technological data management challenges of BOLD.
In order for BOLD to become effective and usable there must be tools that allow ordinary users, people interested in using the data, to select, transform, combine and
visualise the data in an ad-hoc fashion. In some sense this has always been the goal of
data management tools, but with the advent of BOLD new challenges have been added such as the scale of the data (in number of data sources, sizes of schemas as well as
sizes of actual data content), the possible lack or presence of structure and semantics,
and the large heterogeneity of the data sources. This puts all kinds of new demands on
the existing data management tools that are currently not being met. These demands
are not only in terms of scalability and ability to deal with the semantics of the data,
but also in terms of interfaces and languages that allow users to deal with such data in
a more intuitive way than now is possible. A key question is what underlying data
model these tools should be based upon? Should it be XML, JSON or perhaps RDF
which comes with semantic abilities? Or should we perhaps go back to classical models such as the relational model? These and other issues will be discussed in this section.

Dhoya Snijders will focus on the ways in which BOLD is altering how citizens
and government relate to each other. Already, BOLD pleads for new types of civil
servant with different skills, different educations and, some argue, a different epistemological standpoint. The speed with which data can be created and with which correlations within the data can be made is impacting government’s deep-rooted quest
for causality. Similarly, BOLD is creating new types of citizen, who are data-focused
and data-driven. Citizens are increasingly connecting, measuring, analysing and testing public data themselves. The relations between government and citizens are hereby
mediated by BOLD. And, as BOLD is itself becoming intelligent, data is not only
opened up, linked, and analysed by human actors - machine-learning is picking up
speed and quality. Both citizens and governments will increasingly have to deal with
non-human actors in the form of intelligent data-driven systems. To do so we need to
develop what sociologists have dubbed double contingency in which we as humans
need to understand how intelligent machines will understand us and vice versa.
Nripendra Rana and Emma Slade will assist in organisation and coordination of
the panel and note taking of the panel content.
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